Symposium with guest lectures on the subject of
Multiple perspectives on circular economies & horticulture:
Learning from & about Indian natural farming

Program:
09:40 - 10:15 Arrival of guests
10:15 - 12:00 Lectures (each with 10 or 15 min talk & 5 min questions; in English)
12:00 - 12:45 Lunch
12:45 - 13:30 Tour of the IGZ
13:30 - 16:00 Discussion on ongoing projects & future collaboration
Moderation: Ariane Krause & Franziska Häfner

Speakers:
Dr. Ariane Krause & Franziska Häfner – IGZ
Increasing Sustainability in Horticultural Production Systems by Nutrient Cycling

Dr. Mrinalini Kochupillai – Technical University of Munich
The New EU Organic Regulations- What can the EU learn from the Indian Experience?

Jasper Matthiessen & Karthik Jeganathan – International Arts of Living Foundation
Ancient knowledge for modern agriculture - Sri Sri Natural Farming:
Scientific background of Traditional Ecological Knowledge of India

Julia Kröninger - Technical University of Munich
Overcoming the Intensification of European Agriculture:
Learning from the Natural Farming Movement in India

Dr. Daniel Münster – University of Heidelberg
Can Indian Natural Farming go global?
Some reflections from ethnographic work with Zero Budget Natural Farming

Location:
Leibniz Institute of Vegetable and Ornamental Crops Großbeeren // Conference Room
Theodor-Echtermeyer-Weg 1 // 14979 Großbeeren

Contact & registration for external guests: krause@igzev.de